
WRITE A PROGRAM TO ADD TWO NUMBERS IN QBASIC

Adding up two Numbers. Say that you wanted a program that asks the user for two numbers, adds them up, and prints
the answer. Here is the program: ' Ask the .

Double-precision variables are used where very accurate math is needed. Why is it a good thing? You just
multiply the note value by 1. It stops painting when it runs into a certain color on the screen. Input Files Ideas:
Fortune Teller using a text file as input. Arguments Sometimes you want to pass numbers or strings to a SUB.
Now double-click on "Untitled" to get back to the Main Module. Programs that use GOTO can be very hard to
understand. A Story Generator Write a program that asks for nouns, verbs, adjective, adverbs, etc Say you
want to print a series of digits with only 2 places after the decimal point and a dollar sign before the first digit.
You have to try and guess the number. When the triplets are done, we switch back to the regular tempo. We
have to handle this, or our program won't work. It only pays attention to them when it finds a READ
statement. Try changing the number to 2 or 5 and see what happens. Start with the number  If it finds the
string, it will tell you where it is. Writing to a file The solution to this problem is to let the user enter their
information, then the program will store that information in a file on the hard disk. Wouldn't it be nice to keep
the program running and still be able to get input from the keyboard? Dividing programs into smaller pieces
like this will help you make sense out of big programs. The following program will do exactly what the
previous program does. Our program must handle one file error. When we work with types, we use the
variable name, followed by a dot ". The code to do this is a bit more complex than what we've done so far. The
user should be the one to fill in the names and phone numbers. This is sequential input.


